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•  The primary purpose of this test was to trend the relative throughput 
of the JWST near-IR science instruments (NIRCam, NIRSpec, 
NIRISS, and FGS) as a way to monitor for any potential changes 
from gross problems such as contamination or degradation of an 
optic.   
•  These results also give the first relative throughput of the 
instruments in their flight-like configurations and can be used to 
verify and update model predictions. 
•  They can also be used for trending with the on-orbit throughputs that 
will be measured during commissioning. 
•  Data was obtained during Cryo-Vacuum testing of the Integrated 
Science Instrument Module (ISIM) at the Goddard Space Flight 
Center (GSFC) as part of 2 test procedures, the Initial Optical 
Baseline (IOB) December 29, 2015 and the Final Performance (FP) 
January 25, 2016 (which bracket most of the SI testing in this Cryo-
Vacuum test).  The results will also be compared to a similar test 
from a previous Cryo-Vacuum test (data from September 14, 2014) 
to bracket ISIM-level testing. 







Source NRCA3 NRCB4 NRCALONG NRCBLONG NIRISS NRS1 FGS1 FGS2 
LD106 1800 1800 1800 1800 1800 1800 
LD155 2200 2200 2200 2200 2200 2200 
LED21 30000 30000 30000 30000 30000 30000 
























Point Source Observations 
Flux setting and temperature for each source is shown.  NIRISS exposures were 
1.1 to 1.9% clipped and NIRSpec exposures were 0.3 to 0.5% clipped by having to 
move the Pupil Select Mechanism to reach the fiber to those instruments, all others 
were 0.2% clipped or less.   
 
The same source and flux setting was used for each Science Instrument for a direct 
comparison at 1.06, 1.55, 2.1, and 3.5 µm for all Science Instruments, and at 2.77 
and 4.8 µm for NIRCam LW and NIRISS.  The source was shuttered but not turned 
off between exposures for the different instruments. 
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A flux setting of 900 and temperature setting of 1200 was used for the tungsten 
source..  NIRISS exposures were ~1.1% clipped and NIRSpec exposures were 
~0.6% clipped.   
 
The source and source flux setting was the same for all instruments spectral 
exposures.  The source was shuttered but not turned off between exposures for the 
different instruments. 






















1.  Calibrated data (a slope fit the non-destructive read “up the ramp”) was used for this analysis. Note, while 








































Red squares are raw counts. 
 
Blue diamonds are after a background value 




























•  Blue = Initial Optical Baseline (Dec 29, 2015),, Green = Final Performance (Jan 25, 2016), Red = data from Sept 
14, 2014 (note the detectors were changed after these data were collected), , Orange = Model Predictions. 
•   Blue vs. Green is a measure of stability across the recent Cryo-Vac test. 
•  Green vs. Orange is a measure of the accuracy of the instrument component efficiencies. 
 
               Comparison of relative Throughput to expected from the SI components relative Throughput 





























































Each number represents the ratio          measured (SI/NIRCam A) 
  Model (SI/NIRCam A)  
 
The numbers in blue are from the Initial Optical Baseline  
The numbers in green are from the Final Performance 
Results	–	Spectral	Comparison	
The NIRSpec Spectra divided by the NIRISS Spectra (top) and by the NIRCam module A (red curve) and module 
B (green curve) Spectra (bottom) for the FP data.  Higher numbers are lower throughput relative to NIRSpec.  










The blue curve is the prism spectra spectra of the LED35 source taken August 7, 2014 
The red curve is the G395M spectra of the LED35 source taken December 29, 2015. 
 
 






















Dec 29, 2015 Spectra flux was      130,000  
August 7, 2014 Spectra flux was     80,000 
Initial Optical Baseline flux was         4,500  
Final Performance flux was               2,600 
The difference in the red tail may be an indication that the tail is more pronounced with a lower flux 
setting in keeping with the larger than expected ratio of observed Guider and NIRSpec to NIRCam A 



































































































































































































































The Blue curve is the combined NIRSpec  
G140M, G235M and G395M spectrum. 
 
The Red curve is the combined NIRCam Module A  
GRISMR F277W, F322W2, and F444W spectrum.  
 
The Green curve is the combined NIRCam Module B  
GRISMR F277W, F322W2, and F444W spectrum.  
 
The Gold curve is the combined NIRISS 
 F150W and F200W spectrum   
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